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A NOTE ON TYLER’S MODIFICATION OF THE MAD
FOR THE STAHEL–DONOHO ESTIMATOR

By Ursula Gather and Torsten Hilker
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In 1994 Tyler proposed a modification of the MAD in order to achieve
the maximal possible finite sample breakdown point for the Stahel–Donoho
estimator based upon the median and the modified MAD. A proof is not
given, however, and as far as we know has not been published yet. More-
over there seems to be an error concerning the exact definition of the mod-
ified MAD which is needed to achieve this goal. For the sake of theoretical
completeness and in order to correct this error we calculate the finite sam-
ple breakdown point of modifications of the MAD and point out which of
these modifications lead to a Stahel–Donoho estimator with maximal finite
sample breakdown point.

Projection based multivariate location and scatter statistics lift univariate
location and scale estimators to higher dimensions by considering the value of
those statistics for all univariate projections of the data. Consequently, the
properties of the multivariate estimators and the univariate statistics are
closely related. Therefore, we first consider breakdown properties of a modifi-
cation of the univariate MAD.

Let Xn = �x1; : : : ; xn� be a sample of n points in R with ordered values
x�1� ≤ · · · ≤ x�n�. The multiplicity of xi in Xn is denoted by ci�Xn� = #�kx xk =
xi�, i = 1; : : : ; n, and the maximal multiplicity by c�Xn� = max�c1; : : : ; cn�.
We only consider samples Xn where c�Xn� ≤ n−1. Let �µ�·�; σ�·�� be a pair of
translation and scale equivariant univariate location and scale statistics. In
this situation Tyler (1994) proves that the finite sample replacement break-
down point [for a definition see Donoho and Huber (1983) and Tyler (1994)]
fulfills

ε∗�Xnyµ;σ� ≤ ��n− c�Xn� + 1�/2�/n;(1)

where �x� denotes the greatest integer smaller than or equal to x. In the same
way �x� denotes the smallest integer greater than or equal to x. Consider the
median med�Xn� = �x��n/2�� + x��n/2�+1��/2 and the following modifications of
the MAD:

madk�Xn� = medk���x1 −med�Xn��; : : : ; �xn −med�Xn����;(2)

where

medk�Xn� = �x���n+k�/2�� + x���n+k�/2�+1��/2 for k = 0; : : : ; n− 1:

Note that madk�Xn� = 0 if 2c�Xn� − n > k.
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Lemma 1. The finite sample replacement breakdown point of �med;madk�
is given by

ε∗�Xny med;madk� = ��n− 2c�Xn� + k+ 2�/2�/n(3)

for k ∈ �max�0;2c�Xn� − n�; : : : ; c�Xn� − 1� and by

ε∗�Xny med;madk� = ��n− k+ 1�/2�/n(4)

for k ∈ �c�Xn�; : : : ; n− 1�.

The proof is given in the Appendix. It shows that (3) corresponds to implo-
sion and (4) to explosion breakdown. By Lemma 1 one gets a pair of estima-
tors with maximal possible finite sample breakdown point if k = c�Xn� − 1 or
k = c�Xn�.

Turning to a multivariate sample Xn in Rp, p ≥ 2, we let ε∗∗�Xnyµ;σ�
denote the uniform finite sample replacement breakdown point of �µ�·�; σ�·��
as defined in Tyler (1994) when all univariate projections of the data are
considered. Further, let Sp−1 denote the p-dimensional unit sphere. Then
Tyler states that ε∗∗�Xnyµ;σ� ≤ inf a∈Sp−1

ε∗�a′Xnyµ;σ�, where a′Xn is the
projected sample �a′x1; : : : ; a

′xn�. Equality holds if for all samples Z =
�z1; : : : ; zn� the statistics µ�a′Z� and σ�a′Z� are continuous functions of a.
This is the case if µ and σ are the median and the modified MAD, respectively.

If Xn is in general position with n ≥ p + 1, then there exists a direction
a0 ∈ Sp−1 such that c�a′0Xn� = p. Using �med;madp−1� as location and scale
statistics, Lemma 1 leads to ε∗�a′0Xny med;madp−1� = ��n − p + 1�/2�/n.
For a direction a1 ∈ Sp−1 with c�a′1Xn� < p we find ε∗�a′1Xny med;madp−1� =
��n−p+2�/2�/n. As Xn is in general position, we have c�a′Xn� ≤ p for all a ∈
Sp−1. Therefore ε∗∗�Xny med;madp−1� = ��n−p+1�/2�/n. Applying Theorem
3.1 of Tyler (1994), we get that the corresponding Stahel–Donoho location
and scatter statistics achieve the maximal possible finite sample breakdown
point for affine equivariant multivariate location and scatter statistics [see
also Davies (1987)]. With the same arguments we get that the Stahel–Donoho
statistics based on �med;madp� achieve the maximal possible finite sample
breakdown point, too.

The problem in Tyler [(1994), equation 3.5] is that he proposes to use the
average of the �n/2�+k and the �n/2�+k+1 smallest absolute deviations about
the median as a modification of the MAD and that he concludes that with the
special choice k = p−1 these statistics yield the maximal possible breakdown
point. With the above definition this proposal means to take �med;mad2�p−1��
as location and scale statistics. As shown before, however, this implies that
ε∗∗�Xny med;mad2�p−1�� = ��n − 2p + 3�/2�/n, such that the corresponding
Stahel–Donoho estimator does not achieve the maximal possible finite sample
breakdown point. Maronna and Yohai (1995) use the wrong modification, too.
Contrary to this, our modification of the MAD as given in (2) and with k ∈
�p− 1; p� leads to the desired optimality.

A referee has pointed out the possibility of obtaining results for the modified
MAD by using arguments from the fourth section of Tyler (1994).
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APPENDIX

Sketch of the proof of Lemma 1. It is well known that the finite sample
breakdown point of the univariate median is given by ε∗�Xny med� = ��n +
1�/2�/n. Without loss of generality we consider a permutation of the points
in Xn such that x1 = · · · = xc�Xn�. A corrupted sample Xn;m is constructed
from Xn by replacing m points of Xn by arbitrary values. In the following,
only sequences of corrupted samples are considered for which the median is
bounded, that is, it does not break down.

If one takes the special corrupted sample Xn;m, m = ��n+k�/2�−c�Xn�+1,
consisting of the points x1; : : : ; xn−m of Xn and the m corrupted values which
are all selected as x1, we get madk�Xn;m� = 0, such that the scale estimator
breaks down. On the other hand one easily sees that, for all corrupted samples
Xn;m with m ≤ ��n+k�/2�−c�Xn�, one has madk�Xn;m� ≥ 1�Xn�/2 > 0 with
1�Xn� = min1≤i<j≤nxxi 6=xj �xi − xj�. Therefore m ≥ ��n + k�/2� − c�Xn� + 1 =
��n− 2c�Xn� + k+ 2�/2� must be fulfilled in order to achieve an implosion of
madk�Xn;m�. Hence the finite sample implosion breakdown point of madk is
ε∗−�Xnymadk� = ��n− 2c�Xn� + k+ 2�/2�/n.

We now consider explosion of the scale statistic. We use corrupted samples
Xn;m, m = ��n − k + 1�/2�. For k ∈ �n − 2; n − 1� we get m = 1 and we use
Xn;m = �x1; : : : ; xn−1; x�n� + t�, t > 0. For k ≤ n − 3 we get m ≥ 2 and we
use Xn;m = �x1; : : : ; xn−m; x�1� − t; x�n� + t; : : : ; x�n� + t�, t > 0. In both cases
med�Xn;m� ∈ �x�1�; x�n�� and madk�Xn;m� ≥ t/2, such that the scale statistic
breaks down by choosing an arbitrarily large value of t. On the other hand we
cannot achieve explosion of the scale statistic with less contamination since
then the absolute deviations about the median for ��n+k�/2�+1 observations
remain bounded. Therefore m ≥ ��n− k+ 1�/2� in order to achieve explosion
of madk�Xn;m�. Thus the finite sample explosion breakdown point of madk is
ε∗+�Xny madk� = ��n− k+ 1�/2�/n.

Combining these results for k ≤ c�Xn� − 1 and k ≥ c�Xn�, respectively,
completes the proof. 2
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